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ABSTRACT

To understand mechanisms underlying acquisition of pluripo-
tency, it is critical to identify cells that can be converted to
pluripotent stem cells. For this purpose, we focused on unipotent
primordial germ cells (PGCs), which can be reprogrammed into
pluripotent embryonic germ (EG) cells under defined conditions.
Treatment of PGCs with combinations of signaling inhibitors,
including inhibitors of MAP2K (MEK), GSK3B (GSK-3beta), and
TGFB (TGFbeta) type 1 receptors, induced cells to enter a
pluripotent state at a high frequency (12.1%) by Day 10 of
culture. When we employed fluorescence-activated cell sorting
to monitor conversion of candidate cells to a pluripotent state,
we observed a cell cycle shift to S phase, indicating enrichment
of pluripotent cells, during the early phase of EG formation.
Transcriptome analysis revealed that PGCs retained expression
of some pluripotent stem cell-associated genes, such as Pou5f1
and Sox2, during EG cell formation. On the other hand, PGCs
lost their germ lineage characteristics and acquired expression
of pluripotent stem cell markers, such as Klf4 and Eras. The
overall gene expression profiles revealed by this system provide
novel insight into how pluripotency is acquired in germ-
committed cells.

acquisition of pluripotency, primordial germ cell, purification,
tracing

INTRODUCTION

Somatic cells can be reprogrammed into pluripotent cells in
vitro through introduction of four defined factors: Pou5f1,
Sox2, Klf4, and Myc [1, 2]. Currently, it is possible to produce
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells with characteristics
identical to those of embryonic stem (ES) cells. This procedure
is a major breakthrough in stem cell biology and has also been
expected to be used for clinical applications in regenerative
medicine. Several recent studies also report improved induction
methods, including integration-free induction of reprogram-
ming factors [3–9]. However, little is known about how cells
alter their characteristics to those of pluripotent cells [10].
Although an understanding of reprogramming mechanisms is
essential to manipulate iPS cells and iPS cell-derived
differentiated cells, it is experimentally challenging to analyze
changes occurring during the process due to a low frequency of
conversion and the long culture periods required.

In vivo, germ cells only acquire totipotency after fertiliza-
tion [11]. Germ cell development involves a sequence of
reprogramming events, including drastic epigenetic changes
[12]. Germ cells are specified from the epiblast at mouse
Embryonic Day 7 (E7). At that time, primordial germ cells
(PGCs) suppress the somatic program, including repression of
genes of the Hox clusters; reactivate Sox2, which may function
in the recapture of pluripotency potential; and commence
genome-wide epigenetic reprogramming, including histone
modification and DNA demethylation. In addition, an addi-
tional reprogramming process occurring in the embryonic
gonad involves both erasure of imprinting and X chromosome
reactivation [11]. Intriguingly, these germ cell specification
processes are also related to somatic cell reprogramming [13].
Thus, an investigation of germ cell specification may provide
useful clues to our understanding of somatic cell reprogram-
ming.

Germ cells can be converted to pluripotent cells under
appropriate culture conditions, as seen in the development of
embryonic germ (EG) cells from PGCs and multipotent
germline stem cells from spermatogonia [14, 15], both of
which exemplify acquisition of pluripotency from unipotent
germ lineages. The EG cell formation is more efficient and has
a shorter culture period than somatic cell reprogramming, and it
does not require exogenous genetic manipulations. Therefore,
EG cell formation provides a good model to analyze
mechanisms by which committed cells acquire pluripotency.
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In this study, we developed an efficient culture method to
produce EG cells from E11.5 PGCs using inhibitors of
MAP2K (MEK), GSK3B (GSK-3b), and TGFB (TGF-b) type
1 receptor. Furthermore, we employed fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS) to purify pluripotent candidate cells during
the culture period. Combining both techniques, we were able to
enrich pluripotent candidate cells from PGCs at different time
points and follow how germ cells acquire pluripotency. We
observed significant changes in cell cycle status and expression
patterns of the whole transcription by microarray.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice

Nanog-GFP-IRES-puro transgenic mice (RBRC02290) were provided by
RIKEN BRC, which participates in the National Bio-Resource Project of the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) of
Japan. ICR and BALB/c nude mice were purchased from Japan SLC. Animal
care was performed in accordance with guidelines established by Keio
University (Tokyo, Japan) for animal use and recombinant DNA experiments.
The PGCs were prepared by crossing Nanog-GFP with ICR mice.

Isolation and Culture of PGCs

Gonads from Nanog-GFP-IRES-puro transgenic embryos at E11.5 and
E8.5 were dissociated to form a single-cell suspension by incubation with
0.05% trypsin and 0.02% ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid for 10 min.
Suspensions were sorted by green fluorescent protein (GFP) fluorescence
using a BD FACS AriaII cell sorter (BD Biosciences). Sorted PGCs were
cultured on Sl/Sl4-m220 or STO feeder cells with Knockout DMEM
(Invitrogen) supplemented with 15% KnockOut Serum Replacement (KSR;
Invitrogen), 2 mM glutamine, 1 mM nonessential amino acids, 2-mercapto-
ethanol, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), and basic fibroblast growth factor
(bFGF). All compounds were added from Day 1 until Day 7 of culture, except
during the process of seeding on STO cells. When PGCs were seeded on STO
cells, chemical compounds were added at the beginning of the culture. At Day
7, bFGF was removed by changing to fresh medium lacking bFGF. In the case
of seeding on Sl/Sl4-m220 cells, cells were collected and reseeded onto STO
feeder cells on Culture Day 3.

Feeder Cell Preparation

Sl/Sl4-m220 cells were treated with 5 lg/ml mitomycin C for 1 h and plated
at a density of 4 3 105 cells per well in 24-well plates 1 day before use. STO
cells were treated with 12 lg/ml mitomycin C for 2 h and plated at a density of
1 3 106 cells per 55 cm2.

Chemical Compounds

The chemical compounds purchased for this study were trichostatin A
(TSA; Sigma), valproic acid (VPA; Sigma), BIX (Alexis Biochemicals), 5-
azacytidine (5AZA; Sigma), A83-01 (Sigma), and dorsomorphin (Sigma). Drs.
S. Nishiyama, H. Okano, and W. Akamatsu (Keio University) kindly donated
the inhibitors PD173074, PD325901, and CHIR99021, which were prepared by
organic synthesis. The concentrations of compounds were TSA (1 ng/ml, 5 ng/
ml), VPA (0.2 mM, 1.0 mM), BIX (0.1 lM, 0.5 lM), 5AZA (0.2 lM, 1 lM),
A83-01 (25 nM, 250 nM), dorsomorphin (0.2 lM, 2 lM), PD173074 (10 nM,
100 nM), PD325901 (0.1 lM, 1 lM), and CHIR99021 (0.3 lM, 3 lM). For the
combined use of PD325901, CHIR99021, and A83-01 (2i þ A83), the
concentrations were 1 lM PD325901, 3 lM CHIR99021 and 250 nM A83-01.

Antibodies and Flow Cytometry

Cultured PGCs were harvested in 0.05% trypsin. After washing, cells were
incubated with anti-FccR (FCER1G) antibody (2.4G2; eBioscience) at 48C for
30 min. Then, cells were simultaneously incubated with APC-conjugated anti-
SSEA-1 mAb (MC-480) (BioLegend) for 30 min at 48C. Antibodies were used
at 0.2 lg per 1 3 106 cells. After washing, samples were analyzed and sorted
using the FACSAria II cell sorter (BD Biosciences). For cell cycle analysis,
stained samples were fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and treated with
0.005% saponin (Sigma), 0.25 mg/ml RNase A, and 50 lg/ml propidium iodide
(Molecular Probes) for 20 min at 378C. Then, a BD FACSCalibur flow
cytometer (BD Biosciences) was used to analyze the cells.

Microarray Data Analysis

A significant number of PGCs, pluripotent candidate cells at Days 3 and 6
of culture, and EG cells were collected by FACS purification. Expression
profiles were analyzed using the 3D-Gene Mouse Oligo chip 24K (Toray
Industries). Fluorescence intensities were detected using the Scan-Array Life
Scanner (Perkin-Elmer), and PMT levels were adjusted to achieve 0.1%–0.5%
pixel saturation. Each TIFF image was analyzed with GenePix Pro version 6.0
software (Molecular Devices). We made biological replicates and used average
value. The data were filtered to remove low-confidence measurements and were
globally normalized per array, such that the median of the signal intensity was
adjusted to 50 after normalization (accession number GSE37261). Similarities
of whole-gene expression profiles in four arrays were measured by Pearson
correlation coefficients. Hierarchical sample clustering was performed by
UPGMA method with Pearson correlation distance, and the whole genes were
manually sorted based on their maximum expression values; the expression
values were displayed as normalized values (i.e., the log2 gene expression
value divided by the median). Furthermore, we designed the following
procedure to perform the gene set enrichment analysis for the present case
without any replicates. First, a gene list that sorted in the descending order
based on fold-change between the PGCs, Day 3 (2i þ A83) cells, Day 6 (2i þ
A83) cells, and EG (2i þ A83) cells was calculated. Secondly, preranked gene
set enrichment analysis was applied for the gene list to the manually curated
gene sets for pluripotent and germ cell markers with default parameters (http://
www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp).

Alkaline Phosphatase Staining

The ES cells were fixed in 4% PFA/PBS for 10 min at 48C, washed twice
with PBS, and then stained using SCIP/NBT liquid substrate (B-1911; Sigma)
for 30 min at 378C.

Teratoma Formation

To produce teratomas, 1.0 3 106 cells were suspended in BD Matrigel (BD
Biosciences) and injected into nude mice. Three to four weeks later, tumors
were fixed with 4% PFA in PBS, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained
with hematoxylin and eosin.

Bisulfite Sequencing

Bisulfite reactions were performed with the EpiTect Bisulfite kit (Qiagen)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers used for PCR were
described previously [16]. The PCR products were cloned into pGEM-T-easy
(Promega) and sequenced by conventional means.

Time-Lapse Bioimaging

Cells were harvested on Culture Day 3, reseeded on STO feeder cells, and
cultured overnight. Cells were analyzed using an LCV110 incubator
microscope system (Olympus) and incubated at 378C in 5% CO

2
during

experiments. MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging) was used for image
analysis.

RESULTS

Highly Efficient Induction of Pluripotent Stem Cells from
PGCs

The PGCs were collected from E11.5 mouse embryos and
cultured on S1/S14-m220 feeder cells in the presence of bFGF
and LIF. After 10 days of culture, Nanog-GFP-positive
colonies were counted [17]. Primordial germ cells undergo
changes in characteristics such as proliferative capacity during
various developmental stages. When they enter the embryonic
gonad, PGCs undergo cell cycle arrest, making it difficult to
generate EG cells at that time point. Here, because PGCs were
obtained at E11.5 immediately prior to cessation of prolifer-
ation (Supplemental Fig. S1; all supplemental data are
available online at www.biolreprod.org), the rate of conversion
of PGCs to EG cells remained low, making it difficult to
conduct a prospective analysis. Therefore, we aimed to develop
a more efficient induction method.
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We first asked whether epigenetic modifications altered
reprogramming efficiency. To do so, we undertook experi-
ments employing histone deacetylase inhibitors TSA and VPA,
the DNA demethylator 5AZA, and BIX-01294, a diazepinyl-
quinazolinamine derivative with a specific inhibitory effect on
G9a as an H3K9-specific methyl transferase, all of which
reportedly increase reprogramming efficiency in nuclear
transfer and/or induction of iPS cells [9, 18–20]. Each
compound was applied to PGCs 1 day after seeding because
we did not observe changes in efficiency when chemicals were
applied immediately after culture initiation (data not shown).
Although several colonies per hundred PGCs were observed in
untreated control cultures, all of these small-molecule com-
pounds decreased colony growth dose dependently following
application, indicating an inhibitory effect (Fig. 1, a and b).
These epigenetic alterations are not critical for EG cell
formation from PGCs.

Induction of iPS cells from rat liver progenitors and human
fibroblasts is reportedly enhanced by treatment of cells with

small-molecule inhibitors, including inhibitors of MAP2K,
GSK3B, and TGFB type 1R [21]. Embryonic stem cells can
also be maintained without feeder cells, LIF, or serum in the
presence of a combination of signaling inhibitors [22]. Such
inhibitors include the MAP2K inhibitor PD325901, the
GSK3B inhibitor CHIR99021, and the FGF receptor (FGFR)
inhibitor PD173074. Significantly, combining two inhibitors
(2i) PD325901 (for MAP2K) and CHIR99021 (for GSK3B) is
reportedly particularly potent and allows cultured ES cells to
remain in a self-renewal ground state [23]. Thus, we
investigated the role of these signaling pathways during EG
cell formation. The TGFB signaling and BMP signaling exert
their effects via SMAD signaling. The addition of either a
TGFB type 1R inhibitor (A83-01) or dorsomorphin, which
inhibits BMP type 1R, had no effect (Fig. 1c). On the other
hand, we found that PGCs cultured with the MAP2K inhibitor
or the GSK3B inhibitor showed increased colony numbers,
whereas addition of the FGFR inhibitor PD173074 had an
inhibitory effect (Fig. 1d). The inhibitory effect of the FGFR

FIG. 1. Establishment of highly efficient culture conditions for EG cell formation. Chemical compounds promoting epigenetic modification (TSA, 5AZA,
BIX-01294, and VPA) were screened for capacity to enhance EG cell formation (a and b). Each chemical was added at the indicated concentrations 1 day
after cells were seeded. Nanog-GFP-positive colonies were counted on Day 10. c and d) Analysis of signaling inhibitors. #P ¼ 0.0136, ##P ¼ 0.0014.
Effects of the TGFB type 1R (A83-01) inhibitor or BMP type 1R inhibitor (dorsomorphin) are shown in c, whereas effects of the FGFR inhibitor (PD173074),
the GSK3B inhibitor (CHIR99021), or the MAP2K inhibitor (PD325901) on EG cell formation are shown in d. The effects of different combinations of these
inhibitors are shown in e. Each chemical except for those shown in e, was added at the concentrations indicated 1 day after the culture was seeded. For
the chemicals in e, the concentration of each inhibitor was: MAP2K inhibitor (3 lM), the GSK3B inhibitor (1 lM), and the TGF-b type 1R inhibitor (25
mM). Nanog-GFP-positive colonies were counted on Day 10. **P , 0.001. All of the culture conditions contained LIF. Error bars indicate SD.
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inhibitor for EG cell formation supports the idea that FGF
signaling positively regulates EG cell formation [24]. Treat-
ment of the MAP2K inhibitor and the GSK3B inhibitor showed
additive effect (Fig. 1e). Furthermore, combining the MAP2K
inhibitor and the GSK3B inhibitor (2i) with the TGFB type 1R
inhibitor A83-01 produced a significant increase in EG colony
formation (Fig. 1e). Although 2i was originally used in a
serum-free condition [22], we refer to the combination of
MAP2K inhibitor and the GSK3B inhibitor in the culture
containing KSR as 2i in this paper.

Because Nanog-GFP-positive cells in colonies generated in
the presence of bFGF þ 2i þ A83 proliferated for more than 15
passages and exhibited a morphology similar to that seen in EG
cells generated using bFGF alone, we further analyzed their
characteristics. First, we examined expression patterns of nine
genes specific for germ cells or pluripotent cells in PGCs, EG
cells, and ES cells. The EG cells induced by bFGF þ 2i þ A83
showed gene expression profiles similar to those of EG cells
cultured in the presence of bFGF alone and of ES cells, but
distinct from either of the parental PGCs (Fig. 2, a–i).
Microarray analysis showed highly correlated gene expression
patterns between EG cells generated in the presence of bFGF þ
2i þ A83 compared with those without 2i þ A83 (Supple-
mental Fig. S2). To determine the differentiation capacity of
these cells, we transplanted 1 3 106 EG cells subcutaneously
into nude mice and observed teratomas containing all three
germ layers in EG cells generated by bFGF or by bFGF þ 2i þ
A83 (Fig. 2j). To confirm that these EG cells originated from
PGCs, we evaluated methylation patterns of imprinted loci.
When differentially methylated regions of Igf2r and Peg1 were
analyzed by bisulfite sequence, both types of EG cells
exhibited erased methylation at imprinted loci compared with
mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and TT2 ES cells (Fig.
2k). These data indicate that pluripotent cells established from
E11.5 PGCs and cultured with bFGF þ 2i þ A83 are identical
in whole-transcription and in vitro differentiation capacities.

Establishment of the Purification Method for Pluripotent
Candidate Cells from PGCs

Enhanced efficiency of EG cell formation observed in the
presence of bFGF þ 2i þ A83 led us to investigate the process
of pluripotency acquisition. The PGCs were cultured with 2i þ
A83, bFGF, bFGF þ 2i þ A83, or without treatment and then
monitored on Days 3 and 6 for SSEA-1 and Nanog-GFP
double positivity (Fig. 3a). Whereas SSEA-1-positive or
Nanog-GFP–positive cells were detected in all culture
conditions at Day 3, the double-positive (DP) population was
detected only in bFGF or bFGF þ 2i þ A83 cultures on Day 6
(Fig. 3a).

To examine whether the DP population on Days 3 and 6
included potentially pluripotent stem cells likely to form by
Day 10, the DP population and the others derived in the
presence of bFGF were sorted by FACS on Days 3 and 6,
plated at 400 cells per well on feeder layers, and cultured. By
Day 10, only cells from the DP population formed EG cell
colonies, whereas cells from the non-DP population did not
(Fig. 3b). Because we replated the cells, the colony formation
by nascent PGC/EG cells may be included in addition to the
secondary colonies. Therefore, colony formation efficiency
was calculated as relative numbers. The relative colony
formation efficiencies from DP populations cultured with
bFGF þ 2i þ A83 and sorted at Days 3 and 6 of culture were
18.8% and 43.6%, respectively, whereas DP PGCs cultured
with bFGF alone showed efficiencies of only 1.6% and 1.8%
on Days 3 and 6, respectively. These findings indicate that

culturing in the presence of bFGF þ 2i þ A83 enhances
efficiency of EG cell formation, and combined with FACS
sorting facilitates enrichment of candidate EG cells.

We also used time-lapse imaging to examine whether
colonies were derived from a single cell. The DP cells were
sorted on Day 3 of the culture, and then time-lapse analyses
were performed for more than 70 h. This technique revealed
that a single EG cell colony was not always derived from a
single cell, but from the fusion of smaller colonies derived from
single cells (Fig. 4, a and b, and Supplemental Movies S1 and
S2). To estimate the frequency of fusion, we compared
numbers of colonies formed from a single cell with those
derived from bulk culture. Using single-cell deposition from
sorted cells, single cells on Day 6 were cultured in the presence
of bFGF þ 2i þ A83. These cells gave rise to EG colonies with
an efficiency of 51.3%, slightly higher than that seen in bulk
culture of 400 cells (43.5%; Fig. 4b). Based on these data, the
frequency of fusion was calculated to be roughly 15.2%. Thus,
approximately 1 colony per 6.6 colonies was generated by
fusion in the bulk culture.

Cell Cycle Shifts to S Phase During Acquisition of
Pluripotency

Pluripotent cells, such as ES and iPS cells, show a greater
percentage of cells in S phase compared with somatic and germ
stem cells [25]. Therefore, we asked whether cells in our
culture system showed cell cycle progression patterns remi-
niscent of stem cells during pluripotency acquisition. The
PGCs from an E11.5 embryo showed distinct peaks at the G

1
and G

2
/M phases (G

1
: 27.7%, S: 31.6%, G

2
/M: 40.0%; Fig.

5b). By Day 3 of culture, almost half of those cells (49.5%)
exhibited fragmented DNA (Fig. 5), indicative of cell death.
Interestingly, 2i þ A83 treatment in the presence of bFGF
suppressed cell death to 29.0% at that time point. On Day 6, the
dead cell population was drastically reduced with or without 2i
þ A83 treatment, and the cell cycle pattern was similar to that
of established EG cells grown in either bFGF or bFGF þ 2i þ
A83 culture conditions. These data indicate that cell death is
induced at early phases of EG cell formation and that a positive
effect of bFGF þ 2i þ A83 on cell survival may underlie the
observed increase in frequency of EG cell formation.

Purified Pluripotent Candidate Cells Undergo Changes in
Gene Expression

To identify pathways responsible for pluripotency acquisi-
tion, pluripotent candidate populations cultured with 2i þ A83
were sorted on Days 3 and 6. The expression levels of genes
were analyzed by microarray. The coefficients of correlation
between all periods of culture cells were calculated and
summarized in Figure 6a. From E11.5 PGCs to EG cells, the
coefficients of correlation were monotonically decreased.
Therefore, it is indicated that the change in gene expression
was a gradual process. Principal component analysis also
showed gradual changes of cell state (Fig. 6b).

To further resolve these temporal changes, we made
unsupervised hierarchical clustering (Fig. 6c). The cells were
divided to two clusters between Days 3 and 6 of the culture.
From Day 3 to Day 6 of the culture, dead cells were decreased,
and the cell cycle progression was observed (Fig. 5). Clustering
analysis indicated that the transition also occurred on a
transcriptional level. Interestingly, the up-regulation of Myc,
which regulated cell survival and proliferation, was observed
on Day 6 of the culture (Supplemental Table S1). Furthermore,
the clustering data revealed the specific clustered genes at each
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time point. Before culture, E11.5 PGCs expressed germ cell-
specific genes, such as Dnd1 and Ddx4. On Day 3, the early
phase of culture, some ES cell-associated genes, such as Klf4
and Eras, started to become up-regulated (pluripotent cell
marker; Supplemental Table S2). At that time, the expression
of the germ cell markers Dnd1 and Ddx4 started to decrease
(germ cell marker; Supplemental Table S2). On Day 6, a
further decrease was observed in the expression of germ cell-
characteristic genes.

To find cell fate transition from germ lineage to pluripo-
tency on the whole-transcription level, we did enrichment plot
analysis (Fig. 6, d and e). Analyzed makers were listed in
Supplemental Table S2. According to the culture periods, germ
cell markers decreased (P ¼ 0.01) and pluripotency markers
increased (P ¼ 0.005) in whole transcriptome. These data
suggest the cell fate transition from the transcriptome level.
Recently, it has been reported that mesenchymal-to-epithelial
transition is a characteristic event in the early phase of iPS cell

FIG. 3. Tracing PGC conversion to EG cells. a) Nanog-GFP-positive and SSEA1-positive cells were detected by FACS during EG cell formation from
PGCs. Double-positive (DP) cells were analyzed on Culture Days 3 and 6 under each condition. Data representing the average percentage of DP cells
from five independent experiments are displayed. At right, EG colonies on Culture Day 10 were visualized by alkaline phosphatase (ALP) staining, and
colony formation efficiencies are shown. b) Numbers of Nanog-GFP-positive colonies from sorted DP and non-DP cells on Days 3 and 6. All of the culture
conditions contained LIF. Error bars indicate SD.
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formation from fibroblasts [26]. However, our microarray data
did not reveal a marked increase in epithelial gene expression
(epithelial cell marker and mesenchymal cell marker; Supple-
mental Table S2). This might be due to the fact that PGCs
avoid epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition during specification
[27].

DISCUSSION

Low conversion efficiency and long culture periods have
hampered the investigation of iPS cell formation from somatic
cells. To overcome these experimental difficulties, we focused
on the process of conversion of PGCs to pluripotent stem cells.
In this study, we established more effective conditions for
induction by screening different chemical compounds and
purifying pluripotent candidate cells during EG cell formation
using FACS. This system facilitated the analysis of cell cycle
state and dynamic changes in gene expression.

Establishment of Highly Efficient Induction of Pluripotent
Stem Cells

We analyzed various factors known to increase efficiency
of nuclear transfer and/or iPS cell induction. Contrary to our
expectations, epigenetic modifiers did not alter EG cell
generation from PGCs. Although all of the chromatin-
remodeling compounds tested are known to induce a relaxed
chromatin state, PGCs reportedly already have a relatively
loose chromatin structure compared with somatic cells [28],
which may explain why chromatin modifiers were ineffective.
Although TSA can reportedly replace bFGF signaling during
EG cell formation [29], in our hands TSA did not have a
positive effect on the presence of bFGF. However, MEK
inhibitors did have a positive effect on PGC conversion,
suggesting that the MAPK pathway functions in the induction
of growth arrest and cell death during conversion. GSK3B
inhibition is also known to induce the growth of many cell

types, especially certain stem cell populations [30, 31],
whereas aberrant activation of WNT/b-catenin signaling
delays cell cycle progression of PGCs in vivo [32]. TGFB
signaling in PGCs suppresses growth but supports cell
migration [33]. In this study, inhibition of TGFB signaling
also induced cell growth, but only in the presence of MAP2K
and GSK3B inhibitors, indicating that TGFB has independent
signaling functions in PGCs. Cell cycle progression is a
potential risk for genetic mutation, and germ cells in
particular should avoid mutation for the creation of the next
generation. It could be possible that forced cell cycle
progression induces cell death in PGCs. In this context, the
inhibitors for cell cycle progression may promote EG cell
formation. Actually, we found the inhibitors suppressed cell
death at Day 3 of the culture (Fig. 5).

Establishment of the Purification Method for Pluripotent
Candidate Cells from PGCs

It was previously reported that bFGF is required for the first
24 h of culture during EG cell formation [24]. The major
pathways requiring bFGF are the MAPK and PIK3 signaling
pathways, and activation of AKT, a serine/threonine kinase,
enhances EG cell formation downstream of PIK3 [34].
Recently, it was reported that EG cells can be generated using
LIF and 2i [35]. That study employed PGCs from embryos at
E8.5, at which time point the efficiency of EG cell formation is
higher [36]. Although our culture medium contained KSR,
which may contain TGFB/activin activity, the enhancement
effect of 2i þ A83 was also seen in E8.5 PGCs (Supplemental
Fig. S3). By contrast, culture conditions using LIF and 2i
without bFGF did not generate EG cells from E11.5 PGCs
(Supplemental Fig. S4). These data indicate that different
signals are required for derivation of EG cells from PGCs at
different developmental stages. Actually, from E8.5 to E11.5,

FIG. 4. Time-lapse analysis of EG cell formation. a and b) A single cell sorted from PGCs cultured with bFGF and 2i þ A83 on Day 6 was traced by time-
lapse imaging analysis. a) Formation of a single cell-derived colony (Supplemental Movie S1). b) Formation of a colony by cell fusion (Supplemental
Movie S2). Original magnification 320. c) Single DP cells supported by bFGF or bFGF þ 2i þ A83 were sorted into individual wells of 96-well plates on
Day 6. The conversion efficiency is shown as the percentage of colony formation. All of the culture conditions contained LIF. Error bars indicate SD.
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numerous events occur in PGCs, such as G
2

arrest, repression
of RNA polymerase II, and environmental changes.

Pluripotent Candidate Cells Progress S Phase of Cell Cycle
and Change Gene Expression Patterns During Acquisition
of Pluripotency

PGCs cultured in the presence of bFGF þ 2i þ A83 showed
highly efficient (12.1%) conversion to EG cells. When PGCs
were sorted based on Nanog and SSEA-1 expression at Days 3
and 6 of culture, only DP cells generated pluripotent EG cells.
Therefore, the 2i þ A83 culture method established here
clearly enhanced the efficiency of EG cell formation, and
FACS facilitated purification of candidate pluripotent cells.
Although technologies enabling gene expression analysis from
single cells are under development, it is necessary to stringently
purify candidate cells in order to accurately trace the
acquisition of pluripotency.

Interestingly, cell cycle analyses indicated that many PGCs
die after induction of pluripotency. The effect of 2i þ A83
treatment suppressed cell death rather than the cell cycle
progression (Fig. 5). The relationship between cell death and
acquisition of pluripotency also indicates the presence of a

subpopulation of PGCs. Primordial germ cells can reportedly
be subdivided into two populations based on expression levels
of the cell-surface antigen a6-integrin: cells with negative or
low a6-integrin levels are likely to form EG cells, whereas high
a6-integrin expressors tend to be apoptotic [37]. The fact that
2i þ A83 treatment does not promote colony production from
E11.5 PGCs in the absence of bFGF (Supplemental Fig. S4)
suggests that treatment acts to enhance candidate EG cell
survival rather than trigger acquisition of pluripotency.

Using the 2i þ A83 culture and purification method, we
performed gene expression analyses during the acquisition of
pluripotency (Fig. 6). It has been reported that transcriptome
characteristics of PGCs are different from those of pluripotent
cells [38]. Our microarray data uncovered the sequential
changes in transcription during the conversion of PGCs to
pluripotent cells. During the acquisition of pluripotency, the
loss of the original characteristics of germ cells along with the
enhancement of pluripotency-associated gene expression was
noted. In other words, there were at least induction,
preparation, and maintenance phases during EG cell formation.
This phase process is comparable to a previous microarray
analysis of second iPS cell generation [26]. These results

FIG. 6. Microarray analysis during EG cell formation. a) The coefficients of correlation between all periods of culture cells. b) Principal component
analysis during EG cell formation. c) Cluster analysis of each time point. d) Enrichment plot analysis of germ cell markers (P¼ 0.01). e) Enrichment plot
analysis of pluripotent cell markers (P¼ 0.005). All of the culture conditions contained LIF.
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indicate the existence of a common mechanism underlying the
acquisition of pluripotency.

Considering important genes involved in the generation of
EG cells from PGCs, we focused on Day 6 of the culture and
gradually up-regulated genes. At Day 6 of the culture, some
pluripotency markers, such as Nanog, Klf4 and Zfp42, were
expressed at their highest level during the cultures. Interest-
ingly, at that time the Meis family of transcription factors also
reached its highest expression (Meis1 and Meis2 in Supple-
mental Table S1). Meis1 is known to work to maintain
hematopoietic stem cells [39]. On the other hand, in the
gradually up-regulated genes we found some family members
of reprogramming factors, such as Klf9 and Sox11. It is
interesting to examine the effect of Meis family genes Klf9 and
Sox11 during the acquisition of puripotency.

Human PGCs also convert to EG cells. Human EG cells are
cultured in the presence of LIF, bFGF, and forskolin [40].
Although human EG cells do not form teratoma when injected
into mice, they form embryoid body and differentiate into all
three germ layers [41, 42]. In mice, EG cells are very similar to
ES cells. However, in humans EG cells showed some
differences from ES cells. Human EG cells are expressed
SSEA-1, whereas human ES cells are not [42]. Although
human EG cells are dome-shaped like mouse ES colonies,
human ES cells are flat-shaped, which resembles mouse
epiblast stem cells [40]. To understand the differences between
EG cells and ES cells among species, our microarray data and
culture system would provide useful information.
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